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In 2001 Spaceoasis teamed up with Marks Barfield Architects,
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which guarantees Spaceoasis panels for life.
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Love them or hate them, meetings make the corporate world go
round. Planned or spontaneous, good meetings can progress
projects, inspire creativity and enhance cohesion between
colleagues. Bad ones are just a time-suck. But what if your
workspace was designed to enable more casual meetings,
avoiding the need to ‘book a room’, further delaying the process?
There is a marked trend towards a faster, smarter approach to
meetings and on page C18 we take a look at the Art of Meetings
in the 21st Century.
If you’ve ever wondered how fabric trends come and go, we’ve
got the answers. In a fascinating interview with Catherine Counsell,
Design and Development Manager for global fabric company,
Camira (see C08), we find out what the key fabric trends are,
how fabric unites the generations and why grey is the new black.
Another fabric innovation, this time at the Advanced Propulsion
Centre in Warwick, was the brainchild of Damn Good Limited
who designed a permanent exhibition space featuring its highly
innovative tension graphic fabrics, find out more on page C12.
Do you sometimes feel that your computer screen restricts your
thinking? You’re not alone. Large scale dry-wipe installations are on
the rise in companies from all sectors looking for a bigger canvas
on which to collaborate, brainstorm and problem solve. On page
C06 we ask why and take a closer look at what’s so appealing
about walls you can write on.
With the advent of tuition fees and the demand for soft skills,
universities have had to seriously raise their game in terms of their
learning environments and graduates now have high expectations
of the workplace. In some cases environment even trumps salary
as a deciding factor and on page C14 we examine what the
implications might be for employers.
On our What’s Hot page (C04) we look at current workspace
trends including workouts at your desk and cradle-to-cradle
product design. Finally, on page C22 we give you a first glimpse of
our newest product lines, all of which are aimed at giving you the
power to configure your space exactly how you need it.
Enjoy!
Simon

Simon

SIMON HICK
MANAGING DIRECTOR, SPACEOASIS

SPACEOASIS, CURVPRESS, AGILE
and LEARNINGSURFACE are registered
trademarks of Spaceoasis Ltd.
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Workouts Al-Desko
We all know that sitting for long periods is bad news, which is
why standing desks are gaining in popularity. However, if your
desk is of the old fashioned ‘sitting’ variety, you can still reduce
the impact of extended chair time with a desk-based workout.
You can do a modified form of abdominal crunch by placing
your hands on your desk and lifting your hips towards your
tummy. Quad stretches can be achieved by leaning forwards,
lifting one leg and holding it for ten seconds (alternate legs
and repeat) and you can do a kind of press up by grabbing the
edge of your desk and pushing yourself backwards until your
arms are extended. You might get some strange looks but you
can deflect them with your enhanced wellbeing glow.

L

The latest trends and hot topics from the workspace world.
01
Cradle to Cradle
Waste-free design is the pinnacle
of the sustainability movement.
The idea is that all product
components are seen as either
‘technical nutrients’ or ‘biological
nutrients’ in a closed-loop
ecosystem where nothing ends
up in landfill. ‘Technical nutrients’
(components) are either re-used
or recycled with no loss of
product quality, while ‘biological
nutrients’ are returned to the
earth via composting. It’s the
holy grail of manufacturing and
one that we’re looking at closely.

04
“Shall we have a stand up?”
Partly to reduce time spent sitting, partly to
speed up meetings and make them more
focused (you can’t sneakily reply to an email
if you’re standing up), the standing meeting
is growing in popularity. Some companies are
installing whiteboard walls to provide a focal
point for these upstanding groups. Some are
even taking it further and holding walking
meetings, using physical movement to get the
creativity flowing.

05
Touchdown!
No, not the one from American football but a place where
short, informal meetings can take place without the need
to book a room (usually via an email system of byzantine
complexity). Having touchdown points throughout your
office, which can be pods, booths, soft seating areas or
actual touchdowns (standing height tables with high
stools) encourages the spontaneous networking that keeps
projects, ideas and connections flowing without disturbing
your desk-neighbours.

06

02
Equilibrium. Time to stop. Breathe. Reboot…
If you’re looking for a fresh perspective, get hold of a copy of
Equilibrium, Global Trend Directions 2016/17 by Camira. It’s a
beautifully presented trend book that takes its inspiration from
our need to take a step back and regain control in a pressurised
and time-starved world. The book takes four themes: Discovery,
celebrating imagineers past and present; Perspective, taking time
out to focus on the finer details; Nature Lab, harnessing the best
that man and Mother Earth can offer; and Artisan, looking at our
continued fascination with the skill of the maker as an antidote
to a technology-driven world. Taking trend keywords and images
we see how these global themes percolate through the Camira
design team to be expressed via beautiful fabric collections.
Fascinating. For your copy email jen.isles@camirafabrics.com

C04 WHAT’S HOT COMMERCIAL
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From Telford to Qatar
Fittingly for a What’s
Hot page, this
Spaceoasis installation
of team desks, soft
seating and pods was
carried out for AVTech
in Doha, Qatar’s capital
city, which routinely
reaches 50°C in
summer. God bless air
conditioning is all we
can say.
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LOW-TECH

your thinking

IT DOESN’T NEED
CHARGING OR UPDATING,
YOU DON’T NEED TO GO
ON A TRAINING COURSE
TO KNOW HOW TO
USE IT, IT’S NOT GOING
TO BREAK, IT WON’T
BECOME OBSOLETE,
IT DEFINITELY WON’T
CRASH AND YOU CAN’T
TAKE IT HOME WITH
YOU. IT’S A REFRESHING
ANTIDOTE TO OUR
TECH-SATURATED LIVES.

With A LearningSurface® Wall
Large scale drywipe walls are
taking the world
of work by storm.
These epic, freeform
canvases are
liberating thinking
and breaking down
silos in all sorts of
companies from
computer software
developers to
marketing and
creative agencies
and professional
services firms.
Here are six
reasons why a
LearningSurface®
Wall could unleash
your company’s
latent potential.

WORDS, PICTURES,
CODE, CHARTS, SHAPES,
MIND MAPS, LISTS OR A
COMBINATION OF ALL OF
THEM. ANYTHING GOES.

ENCOURAGES
‘THINKING BIG’
MAYBE IT’S A REACTION
TO TOO MUCH SCREEN
TIME, WHICH CAN FEEL
LIKE VIEWING THE
WORLD THROUGH A
STRAW, BUT HAVING A
WHOLE WALL TO PLAY
WITH FREES YOUR MIND
TO THINK A LONG WAY
OUTSIDE THE BOX.
BIG CANVAS = BIG IDEAS.

EASY TO
EXPRESS
YOURSELF
SOMETHING ABOUT THE
IMMEDIACY OF WRITING
ON A WALL, AND HOW
EASY IT IS TO RUB IT OUT
AND TRY AGAIN, MAKES
PEOPLE UNAFRAID TO
DIVE IN AND HAVE A GO.
AND IF IT’S A WORK OF
GENIUS, OR YOU JUST
NEED TO CAPTURE IT,
A COUPLE OF DIGITAL
PHOTOS TAKEN ON A
PHONE AND SHARED
WILL DO THE JOB NICELY.

BREAKS DOWN
HIERARCHIES
IF EVERYONE HAS A
PEN, EVERYONE IS
EQUAL. IT’S NOT LIKE
HUDDLING AROUND
A COMPUTER SCREEN
WHERE ONLY ONE
PERSON IS IN CONTROL
AND EVERYONE ELSE
IS A BIT BORED, WITH
A WHOLE WALL TO
PLAY WITH EVERYONE’S
CONTRIBUTIONS CARRY
EQUAL WEIGHT. THIS
MAKES FOR A HIGHLY
COLLABORATIVE
ENVIRONMENT.

C06 LIBERATE YOUR THINKING

FREE-FORM

ENCOURAGES
MOVEMENT
WE ALL KNOW SITTING
DOWN IS BAD FOR YOU
AND THAT ACTIVITY
IMPROVES COGNITIVE
FUNCTION, WHICH IS
PERHAPS ANOTHER
REASON LEARNING
SURFACE WALLS ARE
SUCH AN EFFECTIVE TOOL.
GET AWAY FROM YOUR
DESK, MOVE YOUR BODY
AND FREE YOUR MIND!

HOW TO DO IT WRITE RIG H T
When a dry wipe wall is part of an installation of
flexible, agile furniture it creates a place where
people love to come together, whether they’re
generating new ideas or working through complex
problems. Sticking a dry wipe wall in an ordinary
meeting room won’t yield all the benefits, you need
a space that’s inspiring and different to really make
it fly. If a plain white wall isn’t doing it for you, add
graphics to complement your brand.

HELLO@SPACEOASIS.COM
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An interview with

Catherine Counsell

WE’LL ASK THE QUESTIONS!

THE
MATERIAL
IMPACT
OF FABRIC
Catherine Counsell is
Design and Development
Manager for Camira, the
world-leading British
company that designs and
manufactures over
8 million metres of fabric
every year for clients
across the globe. You’ll find
Camira’s world-renowned
fabrics on trains and buses,
in theatres and shops,
schools, hospitals and
offices. Catherine has been
working with Camira for
21 years and is responsible
for the creative and trend
aspects of the contract
business, working with
customers worldwide to
understand their fabric
needs. We talked with
Catherine about the latest
fabric trends and discover
why grey is the new black.

C08 Q&A PROFILE: CATHERINE COUNSELL

Q WHAT ARE THE KEY TRENDS
IN FABRICS FOR COMMERCIAL
INTERIORS AT THE MOMENT?
Our customers want fabrics with
contrast in terms of colour, texture,
pattern and plains that can easily
be used in combination with one
another to create fresh, individual
interior schemes.
Melange fabrics are very popular at
the moment, partly because of the
perception of “softness” that they
give, but also because they are very
effective at disguising dirt so can
look new for a longer period of time.
There is also a real trend for simple
fabric structures where the interest is
created through clever use of yarns.
Q TELL US ABOUT THE LATEST
RANGES FROM CAMIRA AND WHAT
INSPIRED THEM.
We track trends very closely, and
gather information from a wide
range of sources. This information
is then distilled into specific themes
from which we create our own trend
stories. We sketch, paint, sculpt and
stitch elements to form pieces which
support these stories and create ideas
for pattern and texture. These inspire
our fabric developments. This way of
developing is of huge importance to
us, and we launched our first Trend
Book in January, 2016.

HELLO@SPACEOASIS.COM

CAMIRA’S LATEST RELEASES
MAIN LINE FLAX

LANDSCAPE COLLECTION

INDIVIDUO

BLENDS DYED WOOL
AND FLAX FIBRE FOR A
MORE SUSTAINABLE
FABRIC IN A BEAUTIFUL,
WORKABLE PALETTE.

A SERIES OF MILLED
WOOL RICH FABRICS
INFLUENCED BY THE
FLEXIBLE WORKPLACE AND
RECONFIGURABLE, MODULAR
FURNITURE SYSTEMS AND
INSPIRED BY THE CATWALK
TREND FOR TAILORED,
REIMAGINED PLAIDS.

A SPECIALLY PERFECTED
DYE PROCESS RESULTED
IN A FABRIC WITH A FLUID,
GRADUATED COLOUR
APPEARANCE WHERE NO
TWO AREAS OF THE FABRIC
ARE EVER THE SAME.

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT
1. CATHERINE COUNSELL
2. FABRICS FROM LANDSCAPE
COLLECTION, INSPIRED BY
CATWALK TRENDS
3. ZIGZAG

+44 (0) 1952 210 197
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WE’LL ASK THE QUESTIONS!

Q HOW IS FLEXIBLE WORKING HAVING
AN IMPACT ON WORKSPACE / FABRIC DESIGN?
There is a real appreciation of diversity in the workplace
and the need for different generations to work together
within a space which addresses their individual
requirements, whether that be in terms of flexibility,
ergonomics, acoustics etc. This is applicable both within
the office workspace and beyond, for example in coffee
shops and hubs. With the increase in use of hand held
technology, employees no longer expect to work for 8
hours a day at a fixed desk, and therefore we are seeing
more breakout areas with soft seating and a more
domestic ambience. As a backlash to being constantly
connected, people are also seeking to get “off the grid”,
with WIFI free areas (blackspots) beginning to become
popular within offices.

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT
1. LANDSCAPE COLLECTION
2. INDIVIDUO
2. MAIN LINE FLAX

THE MATERIAL
IMPACT OF FABRIC

Q WHAT WOULD YOUR
ADVICE BE TO CLIENTS
WHEN IT COMES TO
CHOOSING FABRICS?
Technical performance
is the most important
consideration, particularly
in terms of flammability.
Fitness for purpose is also
important so think about
the user profile before
specifying. Lower cost
fabrics might seem like a
good choice initially, but
over a longer term this might
be false economy as they are
likely to lose their aesthetic
more quickly. Think about
how a fabric will look on day
1,000, not just on day one!

• AESTHETICS, COLOUR, TEXTURE AND
HANDLE CAN IMPACT ON WELLNESS
AND WELLBEING
• TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE CAN
KEEP THE USER SAFE IN THEIR
ENVIRONMENT
• THE SOUND ABSORPTION PROPERTIES
OF FABRIC CAN DRAMATICALLY
IMPROVE ACOUSTICS, PARTICULARLY
IN OPEN PLAN OFFICE SPACES.
• WOOL ALSO ACTS AS AN AIR
PURIFIER BY ABSORBING AIR
CONTAMINANTS.
• TEXTURE, PATTERN AND COLOUR
CAN BE USED TO BREAK UP
OFFICE AREAS INTO ZONES AND
CAN BE RECONFIGURED ON
MODULAR FURNITURE TO REFRESH
A WORKSPACE.

Q YOU’RE KNOWN FOR
YOUR COMMITMENT
TO REDUCING THE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
OF FABRIC MANUFACTURE.
WHAT CHOICES CAN
CLIENTS MAKE THAT HAVE
GREEN CREDENTIALS?
Sound environmental
processes are at the
heart of what we do. Our
pioneering work using wool
blended with bast fibres
such as nettle, hemp, flax
and jute means that our
clients can specify beautiful,
hardwearing, natural, fabrics
which are inherently flame
retardant to Medium Hazard
flammability without the
addition of chemicals.
Clients can also choose from
a range of recycled polyester
fabrics, some of which
incorporate closed loop
manufacturing using our
own yarn and fabric waste.

C10 Q&A PROFILE: CATHERINE COUNSELL
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Q WE’RE FASCINATED BY
THE ROLE COLOUR PLAYS
IN LEARNING AND WORK
ENVIRONMENTS. WHAT
WOULD YOUR ADVICE BE
AROUND THE USE OR ROLE
OF COLOUR IN THE WORK
SPACE?
The temptation can be to
default to black as a base
with highlight colours.
However, as grey takes on
the hue of surrounding
shades, this can work as
a more contemporary
alternative. It also gives
a corporate, formal look
whilst being calming and
grounding, and works well
with most interior finishes.
Very dark, saturated navy,
teal, olive and burgundy are
also effective base colours
and on trend at the moment.
Blue is very popular in
workplace environments
and is often used in schools,
having been proven to
increase productivity
and concentration. It is
associated with calm and
tranquillity. Turquoise and
Aqua shades are reported
to improve mood and lift
depression. Everyone is
comfortable with colours
found in the natural world
so looking to the landscape
is a good way to generate
colour inspiration.

mathematical order within
the natural world. A real
appreciation is emerging of
how much we can learn from
biomimicry and taking the
time to think “how would
nature do this”?
My ideas come from a
variety of sources; our
“Trend Wall”, advancements
in technology, photography
and finding different,
hands-on ways to come
up with design/texture.
Most important though is
communication with our
customers in all of our
geographical and market
areas to understand their
needs and make sure that
every range and every
colourway earns its place
in the Camira portfolio.

Q ON A PERSONAL NOTE,
WHAT INSPIRES YOU AND
WHERE DO YOU GET YOUR
IDEAS FROM?
I’m fascinated by the
synergy between
science and nature, and

SPACEOASIS.COM C11
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PROPULSION NATION
THE ADVANCED
PROPULSION
CENTRE (APC) IN
COVENTRY EXISTS
TO PROMOTE
AND FACILITATE
INVESTMENT IN
LOW CARBON
PROPULSION
TECHNOLOGIES.
GOVERNMENT
AND INDUSTRY
HAVE COMMITTED
£1BN OVER TEN
YEARS TO HELP
BRING PROTOTYPE
TECHNOLOGIES
TO FRUITION.

E

xhibition stand contractors,
Damn Good Limited, were
tasked with creating the
National Propulsion Showcase,
a permanent exhibition space
at the APC capable of hosting a
wide range of events for varying
numbers of people. Stakeholders,
project teams, potential clients,
academia and students would use
the space to learn about the APC’s
mission, discover how they could be
involved and to network at a variety
of events. Capable of meeting the
needs of anyone from the CEO’s of

C12 HELPING CREATE A PROPULSION NATION

“THE ADDITION OF SPACEOASIS
FURNITURE ALONGSIDE THE
CURVED PARTITION SYSTEM
HELPED US CREATE FUNCTIONAL
AND FLEXIBLE SPACES THAT
ENABLE THE SPACE TO FLOW
WHILE PROVIDING THE PERFECT
CANVAS FOR PRINT MEDIA.”

international car manufacturers to school
children, the space needed to be responsive,
agile and reconfigurable.
A UNIQUELY ADAPTABLE SPACE
Damn Good developed tensioned graphics
fabric that can be fitted to a reconfigurable
aluminium frame screen system, which
act as curved, modular partitions. Clients
wishing to host an event in the space can
print their own graphics to completely
transform the look and the content of the
space. A large curved tiered seating area
provided by Spaceoasis is the perfect place
for presentations and up to 40 people can
be accommodated, seated, for lectures.
Upholstered stools provide additional
flexible seating throughout the space.
Printed and interactive digital materials
enable guests to move through the space,
learning as they go. Exhibition plinths
display sections of engines and cars in
a physical display that brings to life the
exciting possibilities low carbon propulsion
technologies present.
Simon Turner, Project Director, Damn
Good, said “The National Propulsion
Showcase has been created using
materials which complement the advanced
technology on show inside. We have
evolved the lightweight fabric displays seen
at the London 2012 Olympic Games and
extensively re-engineered them to deliver
a unique and flexible exhibition space. The
addition of Spaceoasis furniture alongside
the curved partition system helped us
create functional and flexible spaces that
enable the space to flow while providing
the perfect canvas for print media.”

HELLO@SPACEOASIS.COM
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BACK TO SCHOOL?
C14 BACK TO SCHOOL?

YOUNG PEOPLE ENTERING THE WORKPLACE EXPECT A
FLEXIBLE LANDSCAPE THAT IS RELAXED AND ADAPTIVE
“In a bid to attract students we are seeing more “high-end”
fabrics being specified into Higher Education installations,
with an emphasis on wool or wool blends and sustainable
fabrics,” comments Catherine Counsell, Design and
Development Manage for Camira. “Since the introduction of
tuition fees students’ expectations have risen, resulting in
changes in campus layouts and improved accommodation.
As young people are entering the workplace, they expect a
similar environment to the one they experienced at university,
namely a flexible landscape which is relaxed and adaptive.”

HOW
UNIVERSITIES
ARE LEADING
THE WAY IN
WORKSPACE
DESIGN.

U

niversities have been forced to think long
and hard about the role their environments
play, both in attracting and retaining students
and delivering a high quality learning experience.
With the advent of tuition fees the relationship
between universities and students has fundamentally
changed; students have become ‘customers’ with
high expectations. Combine this shift with the
proliferation of mobile technology and the demand
for graduates with soft skills and you begin to see the
challenge universities are facing. Where this becomes
relevant to employers is in graduate expectations of
the workplace.

HELLO@SPACEOASIS.COM

MANY UNIVERSITIES DRAW
INSPIRATION FROM INNOVATIVE
WORKSPACES, IN A BID TO CREATE ‘REAL
WORLD’ ENVIRONMENTS THAT PREPARE
THEIR STUDENTS FOR WORKING LIFE.

Students now expect to be offered a range of flexible work
areas that accommodate mobile technology, with charging
points and wifi, allowing them to work alone or in groups. They
expect to be able to choose how and where to work, whether
that’s at a table, a touchdown bar, inside a pod, slouched on
bean bag or comfy on a sofa. Access to frothy coffee is now
pretty much de rigueur too. And when they join the workplace,
they are looking for the same flexibility and choice.
Many universities draw inspiration from innovative workspaces,
in a bid to create ‘real world’ environments that prepare their
students for working life. Being able to collaborate, think
creatively, work independently are highly prized skills that can
only be developed in a flexible environment.

+44 (0) 1952 210 197
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ATTRACTING AND RETAINING TALENT AT ALL
LEVELS IS MADE EASIER WHEN YOUR PEOPLE
ENJOY BEING AT WORK AND RECOGNISE THAT
YOU’RE INVESTING IN THEIR WELLBEING.

THE BATTLE FOR TALENT
Just as universities compete for the best students, employers
compete to attract the brightest graduates and environment
has an increasingly important role to play. Having been
‘customers’ at university and invested considerable sums
into their education, today’s graduates bring their high
expectations with them to the workplace. Smart firms are
recognising that offering a variety of attractive places in
which to work, that enable movement throughout the day
and encourage collaboration, can put them ahead of their
competition when it comes to choosy graduates. When
deciding between job offers, a great environment can have
more sway than salary. Charities in particular recognise this,
and invest in their workspaces as a way to win great people
despite paying less than commercial rivals.
A flexible and adaptive environment does far more than
simply appeal to entitled 21 year-olds. Attracting and retaining
talent at all levels is made easier when your people enjoy
being at work and recognise that you’re investing in their
wellbeing. Adaptive, varied environments also strengthen
cross-company networks and facilitate the cross-fertilisation
of ideas that sparks innovation. It seems that universities are
the font of all knowledge in more ways than one.

THREE WAYS TO
TRANSFORM YOUR
WORKSPACE
• EMBRACE THE LIBERATION AFFORDED
BY MOBILE TECHNOLOGY AND
WIRELESS ACCESS – YOU DON’T NEED
TO BE TETHERED TO YOUR DESK ANY
MORE, TRY GROUP TABLES, DESKS
AND SINGLE-PERSON BOOTHS WITH
LOCKERS FOR STORAGE OF
PERSONAL EFFECTS.
• INSTALL INFORMAL SOFT
SEATING AREAS, THEY HAVE AN
EXTRAORDINARILY UPLIFTING
EFFECT AND THEY ARE GREAT FOR
INFORMAL MEETINGS.
• PODS MAKE BRILLIANT BREAKOUT AND
BRAINSTORMING AREAS, ESPECIALLY
IF YOU SPECIFY DRY-WIPE SCREENS
INSIDE AND OUT, WITH TOUCHDOWNS
AROUND THE OUTSIDE. IT’S A FAST WAY
TO CREATE AN ADDITIONAL SPACE
WITHOUT CALLING IN THE BUILDERS.

IMAGE FROM PREVIOUS SPREAD
1. LIVERPOOL COLLEGE
2. UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER
3. UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER
CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT
1. LOBE SITTING
2. WEST THAMES COLLEGE
3. WEST THAMES COLLEGE
4. FIZZ SOFT SEATING

C16 BACK TO SCHOOL?
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THE ART
MEETINGS
of

COFFEE, BISCUITS AND ZONING OUT.
WHY MEETINGS NEED
A SHAKE-UP.

SOURCES:
OFFICEBROKER.COM
SENNHEISER COMMUNICATIONS

16

in the 21 Century
st

Meetings that involve 15
people slouched around
a board table, waiting hours
for the bit that involves you
while trying not to eat all the
biscuits, are rightly recognised
as a waste of time…

25

%

HOURS

THE AVERAGE OFFICE WORKER SPENDS
ABOUT 16 HOURS A WEEK IN MEETINGS

AROUND 25% OF TIME
IN MEETINGS IS ‘WASTED’

6,239

15

THE AVERAGE BRITISH WORKER WILL SIT
THROUGH 6,239 MEETINGS IN THEIR CAREER

ONE IN FIVE ADULTS ADMITS
TO SLEEPING DURING A MEETING

There’s a marked shift towards shorter, faster
meetings and impromptu, informal chats that
facilitate progress without being an epic time
suck. An environment that enables a more fluid,
spontaneous approach to meetings, where you don’t
have to book a room every time you want to talk,
could significantly boost productivity.

IN

MEETINGS

20

16

%

MINUTES

PEOPLE GENERALLY SWITCH OFF
AFTER ABOUT 20 MINUTES



16% OF WORKERS ONLY ATTEND
MEETINGS FOR COFFEE & BISCUITS

Continued… »
C18 THE ART OF MEETINGS IN THE 21ST CENTURY
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FIVE
MEETINGS

03

01

04

02

05

THAT ACTUALLY GET THINGS DONE.
THE ‘HAVE YOU GOT
A MINUTE’ MEETING

The team update meeting, where
everyone updates everyone else
on where they are with everything.
These are the meetings most at risk of
being long and unproductive, so hold
shorter, more frequent sessions and
update quickly face to face rather than
spending hours on status reports that
no-one reads. Gather in a pod, bang
through it and get on with your day.

THE ‘STAND AND
DELIVER’ MEETING

Rarely confined to a single minute,
the quick chat ‘al desko’ probably
accounts for the majority of
spontaneous meetings and frequently
results in rapid decision making and
problem solving. Rather than stealing
someone’s chair, only to have them
interrupt and ask for it back three
minutes later, try desks with integrated
guest seating. It won’t stop people
interrupting you but at least your
minutes will be stolen in style.

If you want to speed meetings up, hold
them standing up. No-one can doze
off and if you use a massive dry-wipe
wall, everyone can contribute. Ideal
for brainstorms where standing and
moving around gets the creative juices
flowing. If you must sit down then try
a bean bag or colourful upholstered
stool. This is where ideas flow and
problems get solved collaboratively.

THE ‘ALL TOGETHER
NOW’ MEETING

THE ‘LET’S GO FOR A CHAT’
MEETING OVER COFFEE

Sometimes you need to gather
in groups, for a training session, a
whole-department meeting or a
big presentation. Take a tip from the
amphitheatre-loving Romans, who
knew a thing or two about how to get
the message across and hold people’s
attention, by using tiered seating.
Everyone can see and there’s no
need to drag chairs or move furniture
around or generally waste time setting
things up.

The intimate tête-à-tête for two (or
possibly as many as four) invariably
involves coffee and usually the sharing
of confidential intel or gossip. Booths
offer a degree of privacy away from
prying ears for these privileged and
highly productive exchanges. This
is where the work, and the politics,
gets done.

C20 THE ART OF MEETINGS IN THE 21ST CENTURY

THE ‘WHERE ARE WE’
MEETING

HELLO@SPACEOASIS.COM
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Hot from our design studio,
the latest Spaceoasis products
for amazing workspaces.
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CONFIGURE
IT OUT
New for 2016 is our METROPOLIS range, which takes our
tried and tested engineering processes to new heights
of modular design. The system is fully configurable so
you can specify it to match the needs of your space. You
might need additional meeting spaces (see image A),
single seclusion units for individuals who need to get away
from it all (see image B), or breakout spaces for small
group collaboration (see image C). It’s up to you how you
configure it, and, as you would expect, we have a vast
range of fabric finishes so you can truly make it your own.
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GRAVITY

02 THE GRAVITY PRINCIPLE
When we were asked to design the Google
classroom we came up with the idea of a multifunctional, multi-zone system with an s-shaped
Sage screen with LearningSurface® as its centre
of gravity and mobile seating ‘satellites’ floating
around it. It’s a structure that instantly creates
a variety of flexible spaces without needing to
bring in the builders.
The Sage screen has LearningSurface® drywipe walls, around which upholstered stools
and seats float like satellites, orbiting around
the screen, returning to base at the end of the
day. Users can move the seating within the four
distinct zones to suit what they’re doing.
• For meetings, the seats can be arranged
around a table, nestled into the curve of the
screen with their back to the LearningSurface®
wall so users face each other
• For presentations or brainstorms the seats
can be arranged to face the LearningSurface®
Wall The upholstered seating can be arranged
in multiple configurations to accommodate
various collaborative tasks.
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• Touchdowns on the outside edge of
the screens can be used for individual
or small group collaboration.
• When finished, seating is returned to its
original position against the screen, which
acts as a placeholder and space divider.
SUPER-MINI OR SUPER-SIZE
We can make the Gravity system from
2.5m in diameter, which comfortably seats
four on each inside curve and six on the
outside edge of each zone, up to a massive
7.5m diameter in which you can seat pretty
much the entire company. Because it’s a
modular system we can design exactly the
right size and seating combination for your
space. It’s a great solution if you need more
flexible spaces but don’t want to start
knocking down (or building) walls.

GRAVITY
MULTI-ZONE

The Gravity system
can be configured
to create different
types of working spaces.
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WHEN IN
ROAM…

ROAM MOBILE
MEETING SPACE

ROAM MOBILE
MEETING POD
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This is the ultimate in flexible meeting
spaces. Created from our popular Agile
range, ROAM is a series of preconfigured
pods created from mobile screens with
LearningSurface® and mobile upholstered
seating. You can move the screens to
wherever you want them, arrange the stools
around the inside edge or in the centre, and
use the writable screens as a canvas for
your ideas. If you want to capture
your outputs, simply take a
photo on your phone. When
you’re done, you can ‘stack’
the screens or return them
to their original layout.

ROAM
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ROAM MOBILE
MULTI ZONE POD
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